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Abstract
The relation between global confinement scaling laws and local transport characteristics

is evaluated on the Large Helical Device (LHD). Previous "new LHD" global scaling laws
are revised using the precise plasma edge definition and the recent LHD data of 4 h51h and
6"' experimental campaigns. Strong Gyro-Bohm-like feature of global confinement is
reconfirmed. The magnetic field dependence and geometrical scale dependence are stronger
than the conventional scaling laws. Using same database of LHD data, the radial profiles of
transport coefficients are evaluated, and it is reconfirmed that the local transport in the core
is Gyro-Bohm-like, and that near the boundary is strong Gyro-Bohm-like. The global
confinement property is consistent with effective transport coefficient near the edge,

1. Introduction
In order to realize high-performance steady-state reactor plasmas, the transport scaling

laws should be clarified. Especially, burning plasma performances strongly depend on the
local transport as well as global confinement scaling laws. Therefore, it is important to
clarify the relation between local and global transport characteristics.

By adding the LHD data of 2 d and 3rd experimental campaigns to medium-sized helical
plasma database, several "New LHD" scaling laws have already been derived [I], such as

rNLHD-1 0.263P-0-"n,0-'1B1-01R0-64a 2.59 (1)

r,,,D- = I 5P-0 64W� 0 54 Bo 85R1 02a2 09 (2)

Some scaling laws were also derived based on Kadomtsev's dimensional constraints,
1rNLHD-D1 =0.269P-0"n, 0 2 B1 06RO64a 2 58 - Blp.-361 VD. -0 17 (3)
TAVID-D2 0 I 15p-0 Mii�0_54 B1 03 R1 0-4a2 OR - Blp.-341 VO.- 0 fl-0 22 (4)

Units used here are P(mw), F,(102" m-') � B(T) � R(m) , a(m), respectively. There are well-known
four conventional global confinement scaling laws based on medium-sized helical
experiments: old LHD scaling (LHD), Gyro-Reduced Bohm scaling (GRB),
Lackner-Gotardi scaling (LG) and International Stellarator Scaling 1995(ISS95),

T,,,, = 0.17PD"n_,0"BD-RD'5a 2 (5)
TORB = 0.25P -0-6ii,0.6 BO-BR 0.6a2.4 (6)

rLG = I 7p-0 6iF 6Bo Ra242/3 4 (7)

TISS95 = 0.26P-0'9k 0 51 Bo 83 R065a 2 21, 2/3 04 (8)

The previous "new LHM scaling laws were compared with these conventional scaling laws,
and clarified strong Gyro-Bohm features of LHD plasmas.

In this paper, recent high-heating-power LHD data of 4th, 5th and 6h experimental
campaigns will be added to revise new confinement scaling laws.

2. Transport Analysis Code Development
For the precise experimental data analysis on LHD, the 3-D equilibrium reconstruction in

the axis, core and edge regions, has been carried out using virtually expanded VMEC edge
coordinates 3 in the TOTAL (Toroidal Transport Analysis Linkage) code. This code is
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characterized by including the self-consistent equilibrium with experimental data, magnetic
multiple-helicity effect and radial electric field effects on neoclassical transport,
time-varying NBI deposition profile, bootstrap current effects on equilibrium-transport, and
so on. In the analysis of experimental transport coefficient, time-dependent neutral-beam
power deposition profile and slowing down calculation are carried out based on
experimentally obtained density and temperature profiles.

3. Data Analysis for NBI Discharges
(1) New database

The self-consistent equilibrium has been treated with measured radial profiles by
II-channel FIR laser measurement and 120-channel Thomson scattering electron
temperature measurement. The NHD equilibria are calculated iteratively and
self-consistently using the "slice and matrix inversion" technique of FIR data, and
inner-outer averaging method of plasma pressure.

To clarify the relationship between global and local transport, we used same
experimental database to evaluate the both global and local transport based on kinetic
pressure. As for the ion temperature profile, we assumed the same temperature profile as
electron temperature using central ion temperature value. The global kinetic pressure
obtained using this assumption is slightly lower on average than the diamagnetic energy
obtained by the magnetic measurement (average - 95% and standard derivative 18%,
Fig. ).
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Fig. I plasma kinetic and beam energies vs. values from diamagnetic measurement (left),
and their density dependence (right),

Different from previous works, we used new high-heating-power data (4h , 5h and 6 th
experimental campaigns) mainly focusing on gas-puffing NBI-heated hydrogen plasmas.
The previous database utilized the plasma radius and the volume relevant to vacuum
magnetic surfaces. Here the precise semi-empirical evaluation of the zero-pressure plasma
boundary using virtual extended VMEC boundary was taken into account 3 The 98%
energy plasma radius a98 were used in the confinement scaling laws. The relevant plasma
major radius R98 was determined by the m=O/n=O component of the magnetic surface, and
the magnetic field strength B98 is determined by Bg=R,,.�Bva./R98 . Almost 300 typical
quasi-steady-state shots from 3rd -5h experimental campaigns were chosen for local and
global confinement analysis. The global scaling evaluations using measured diamagnetic
energy can be found as same as those using kinetic plasma energy.
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(2) Global Transport Analysis
According to the previous "New LHD" scaling laws (see Eqs.(I)-(4)), the magnetic

field dependence on confinement is strong comparing with well-known conventional scaling
laws. We reconfirm using new kinetic databases that - 1.5 times higher confinement time
than the ISS95 scaling is obtained (average 1.53, standard derivative .46) (Fig.2), which
corresponds to - 2 times of the LHD scaling value (average 2.10, standard derivative
-0.86).

The "Modified New LHD" confinement scaling laws by the log-linear regression
analyses are derived as follows:

T 0.350P-059k049,R0Y5R0 67 a2a', (W-0.97) (9)
14 2 20 2_0

r 0 127P _"60W,049B'00R 1 a (R .96) (I 0)

The NLHD-lM (Fig.2(b)) is based on experimental data from heliotron-type devices
(LHDATFH-E and CHS), and the NHD-2M based on those from all helical devices
including W7-AS, W7-A experimental data set. In this analysis we did not include the effect
of magnetic rotational transform.
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Fig.2 Experimental confinement time vs. the ISS-95 scaling law (left),

and "New LHD Modified" scaling laws (Eq.9) (right).

The log-liner regression analysis is also applied to dimensionless values using
normalized gyro-radius p., collisionality vo. and beta value. Here we used special analysis to

keep Kadomtev's constraint:
TVLIID-D],Vf 0.374P-" 60k05'B' 15 R05G4a 2 76 - B- I P.-3 9 V0. 0 217 (R2-0.98) (I )

TIIID-121 =0.137P_0"'W, O 49 B1 1 R 'a 2 19 - B1P-_3 66 V(-_0 229 (R2-0.98) (12)

Again, DIM scaling is based on only heliotron-type devices, and D2M is obtained from all
database. These global scaling laws suggested the strong gyro-Bohm like features, which is
different from previous conventional scaling laws (Gyo-Bohm like) based on only
medium-sized devices (Eqs. (5)-(8)).

(3) Local Transport Analysis
Local transport analysis has been carried out using 120 channel Thomson electron

profiles and FIR electron density profiles. Ion density and temperature profiles are assumed
to be equal to those of electron. The NBI power deposition is calculated by TOTAL code,
and effective thermal diffusivity Xff is defined including radiation loss as
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_(QvB _ QRj _ dW� d(T + T) (13)
) 1(ne ��) '

di dr

Here, we use the following dimensionally normalized scaling:
Zff l(r'B - l0Cpc'vc�,6c` (14)

The exponents of each parameter are obtained as a function of normalized minor radius by
regression analysis as shown in Fig.3. It is reconfirmed that the radial distribution is
Gyro-Bohm in the core and strong Gyro-Bohm near the edge. The global confinement
including radiation loss is qualitatively consistent with strong Gyro-Bohm-like local
effective transport coefficient near the edge region where the radiation loss should be
evaluated.
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Fig. 3 Exponents of dimensionless x., 1r 2B) scaling vs. normalized minor radius.

4. Summary
The transport analysis based on recent high-heating-power LHD data 4 I , 5h and 6 h

experimental campaigns) using the definition of the precise plasma radius has been carried
out, and came to the following conclusions:

(1) The "New LHD" global confinement scaling laws, previously derived using LHD data
(2nd and 3rd experimental campaigns) and medium-sized helical devices, are revised to
"New LHD Modified" scaling laws (NLHD-IM (Eq.9) and NHD-2M (Eq.10)). The

strong dependences of magnetic field and geometrical scale factors are reconfirmed.
(2) The dimensional Kadomtev's constraints give rise to the modified scaling laws

(NLHD-D I M (Eq. I 1) and NLHD-D2M (Eq. 12)). The global confinement is reconfirmed

to be strong Gyro-Bohm-like.

(3) The Radial profiles of normalized transport coefficients are evaluated using normalized

gyro-radius, collisionality and beta values. The local transport in the core is weak

Gyro-Bohni-like and that near the edge is strong Gyro-Bohrn-like.

(4) The global confinement feature is consistent with effective transport coefficient near

edge region without considering radiation loss power.
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